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Summary

A brief description ox the plasma disruption prob-
lem and potential therael consequences to the first
wall is given. Thermal model* reviewed Include-, a)
salting of a solid with aelt layer la pla.ce; v> melting
of a solid with complete removal of melt (ablation); c)
aaltlag/vaporization of a solid; and d) vaporization of
a solid but no phase change affecting tha temperature
profile.

Introduction

The most severe thermal loading on the first wall
will occur when the plasma becomes unstable resulting
in a hard plasma disruption or at the end of a discharge
whea tha plasms is dumped on the wall in a vary short
period of tins. Hard plasma disruptions are of partic-
ular soneurn in future fusion reactors where the thermal
energy of the plasma may reach values on the order of
JQQ Jtl for the XBIQR design. Assuming a sufficiently
high heating rate to melt the first wall surface, and
if the temperature Increases resulting la vaporization,
a phase change problem arises. If the melted material
is sloughed off the surface as it is formed, the moving
boundary becomes the receding surf see of che wall. If
the malted material stays in place and reaches the boii-
ing temperature, a moving face where vaporization occurs
becomes a boundary In addition to the moving Internal
boundary between the. liquid and the solid. Because of
the moving boundaries and aha differences between the
properties of the liquid and solid states of the same
aacttrlal, tha temperature distribution is nonlinear.

Prior to a disruption approximately half of the
total plasma energy coatwc Is plasma thermal energy and
half is stored magnetic energy. During the disruption
process, perhaps half of the stored magnetic energy Is
transformed Into plasma therael energy and when dissi-
pated in the fora of electromagnetic radiation or par-
ticle kinetic anarjiy. The irwhanim for energy trans-
fer to the wall is highly dupendent upon tha plasma con-
dition. Hhere tha plasma is relatively "dirty," i.e.,
contains a high level of impurities, essentially all of
the plasms energy will be - transferred to the wall In
che fora of electromagnetic radiation. With this mech-
anism, iuo ou«2gy is transferred to at* of tha lixsc
wall surfaces In essentially & uniform discrlbutlin. If
the plasma is very "dean," however, essentially all of
che energy will be transferred to the walls in tha fora
of kinetic energy of plasma particles. Presumably, the
real condition In the reactor will be somewhere between
che "dirty" condition and che "dean" condition with
some of the energy being transported by both mechanisms.
The vaporization and aeltlng of the first wall can ef-
fecc the conditions of the local plasms, and the mode
of energy transfer from the plasms to the wall.

For example, Sescero1 has postulated that if dur-
ing the early phase of the disruption the first wall
begins to vaporl2e and the vapor penetrates the cold
plasma edge, the first wall may be screened from the
hoc plasma interior by che colder plasma edge. Further
wall erosion would be prevented. The ability of che
edge plasma Co absorb energy would be increased, and as
the disruption proceeds, the vaporized material would
spread out. This clearly implies that, in addition to
heat conduction and phase change at the first wall, the
dynamics of vapor transport need to be studied and
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coupled to the ^quacian of motion and tnergy governing
cha plasma. This has yet to be done. The local mag-
netic field, i t s aignituda, direction, «nd gradients,
can also effect the plasma/vail energy transfer.

The majority of thermal analyses which have mod-
elled heat transfer in first walls due to plasma energy
disruptions have assumed a uniform heat flu* ta the
inbo«rd vail of the reactor for tha length of the plas-
ma disruption. The assumption of uniform heat flux
apreadout over the chamber wall seems reasonable if the
mode of energy transport i s in tha form of radiation.
Otherwise, th» heat flux should rise rapidly to a much
higher maximum than tha radiation case, followed by an
exponential decay over a much smaller first wall region.
This jasa does not seen to have been analyzed. Thermal
models for which analyses have been performed may be
categorized as followa: (a) melting of a solid with
melt layer ta place;2 (b) mal£ing of a solid with com-
plete removal of melt (ablation);3 (c) melting/vaporiz-
ation of the solid;"*3 and (d) vaporization of the
solid but no phase changa affecting tha temperature
profile.5

In the latter case, the entire incident energy Is
conducted into tha first wall, giving rise co tran-
sient surface temperature. The. amount of material va-
porized i s calculated separately based on the satura-
tion vapor pressure. In ref. 2, the first wall is a l -
lowed co malt, and the amount of material vaporized la
calculated separately as In Cha previous case. Melt-
Ing and vaporization of tha f irst wall has bet>i coupled
to a modal for the dynamics of vapor transport using
tha computer code, HEL4J-V.7 This model needs further
study, though, in particular che assumptions"that were
employed and constraints built Into Che program.

There Is great uncertainty as to theTtisM scale
for plasma disruptions. For example, estimates range
from 1 ma to possibly 100 ma, and la seme cases, less
than a millisecond. This impacts significantly as to
whether melting and/or vaporisation will dominate dur-
ing a disruption. Coupled with other uncertainties,
e.g., mode of plasma energy transport during che d i s -
ruption, the plasma lnpact area, and the degree of uni-
formity sf the impact, the conclusions drawn from heat
transfer analyse? point to tha severity of a ehecs&l
problem for a given set of plasma assumptions.

First Wall Model—Physical Description

The first wall is approximated by a slab geometry
(Figure 1), the iorface interfacing che plasms subject-
ed Co an applied heat flux (bremastrahlung energy,
e tc . ) , while tha rear surf&ca is convectively coaled.

Since the volumetric Internal heat generation can
be closely ipproximated by a decaying exponential func-
tion, the one-dimensional, time-dependent heat conduc-
tion equation say be written as:
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subject to the following boundary and Initial condi-
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pgga At Malting of a sol id.
In, eh* general problem of malting of a solid,

ehm"txlaea :a temperature distribution in both the
liquid andwild phases-;—A-ewstaae-heat fluxr <r, i s -
»pplied for 4 short pasiad of time, T, at on* face of a
finite slab whica Is initially at sosa uniform tempsr-
ature b»low the. melting point; the othex face of th«
slab i s at i ts initial temperature. BMnaiilly, caa
slab begins to malt. Tha probl« is to determine how
tha malting prapagacits and has the temperature is dis-
tributed ia tha. salted and unmalted portions of tbm

Transient h«ac responsa during plasma disruptions
has been analysed for th* pro j «c tad surf act heat loads
listad in Table 1. The corresponding Muriwon surface

• " Tabla 1
Projected surface heat loads and "jf-1™"" surface

tesparatuxe dua to plasma disruptions-Ai wall

Tim*, as

10,500

H/cm2

12,500

H/CB2

25,000

W/ca2

5
10
20

9S0'C
1350'C

350#C 1000'C

Average energy flux - 210 J/cm*.

?ig. 1 Ona-diaansional 3lab geometry.

aere, T is the temperature while So and y are parameters
dependent cs plasma conditions as wall as blanket struc-
tural material and:arc derived from the results of a
oeutronics analysis. Qg is the incident flux to the
first wall and is aesuawd to be a certain percentage of
the plasma output, usually of she order of 20Z. The
heat transfer coefficient, h, and the mean fluid temper-
ature, T£, are assumed taavo. V* assume the blanket
structure is at some temperature. To, at time CO.

The applied flux, Qo*(t), represents a flux, Qg,
which is "on" for tin*. TjMtJ-l) and "off" for time,
?-?,(#(t)"0) with peslod, ". The general solution to
Eq. (1), subject to Eq*. (2a,b) and the above flux, is
given in ref. 8, and will not be repeated here.

Suddenly, a plasma disruption occurs, and the front
face of the first sail is exposed to a uniform burst of
radiant energy. Q, which is deposited on the Inboard
first vail area during a timb interval, T. The disrup-
tion is assumed to be initiated during the period when
first wall teaperacures reach steady state.

Given the above assumptions about the mode of plas-
aa energy transport and the area over which the energy
is deposited, the first wall theraal response is a func-
tion of the time scale for plasaa disruption, she forces
acting on the first wall during the disruption, and the
plasna/wall interaction itself.

?or example, if the slab is heated to the melting
point, Tg, and the melted material is not sloughed off,
vaporisation can ensue. Another possibility is that
the aelted material is ablated. At this point, we are
not in a position to say in a definitive way which case
or cases do or will occur as a function of the plasma/
wall interaction. Consequently, several mechanisms
have been postulated and their consequences analysed.

In either the region of aelted material or in the
solid oacerial, the temperature distribution is ade-
quately described by the heat conduction equation, Eq.
CD, with appropriate constant local values for the
theraal conductivity, specific heat, and density. The
ttaucron and gaums heating source tera is a second order
effect since surface heating dominates, and has been
neglected in plasma disruption analyses.
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"irst wall surface temperature as a function
of tiae.

temperatures are also l i s tad . Figure 2 indicates .first
wall surface temperature, as a function of t iae . The
calculations account far the latent Heat of fusion of
the aluminum structure. For the projected surface heat
load of 25,000 tf/ca- applied for 10 as, the peak sur-
face temperature reached 1350"C with a oelting of the
top 0.03 cm during the disruption. The surface fully
so l id i f i es within 10 as after the,end of the disruption.

Assuming the Behrisch sodel,3 £q. (3), far vapor-
ization losses, i . e . ,

dn

dt

3.5x10" ?(TJ
C3)

keieteh^

where i is the probability that aa atom from the gas
phase sticks at the 3urface (generaly, ^*1), p is the



vapor pressure, M is cha mass number, and T 3 is che
suriac* temperature. tf« find that for aluminum
"-3 as/cm* ta vaporized during a disruption. About 103

disruptions as* *xp*ct*d during eh* lO'-pulaa lifeeim*
of ISTOa* (6.6 MH(eh) yr/m 2), so that ch* total vapor-
isation loaa is iaaignificant for this condition.
Higher baat fluxes vould, of couraa, result In larger
vaporisation loaa**. Lower thermal conductivity mate-
rials, such as stainless steal, appear co hav* nosh
higher vaporisation loaa raca*.

Hich ragard to th* tharmal analysis, ch* open ques-
tion is what happena to cha malt layar foraad during
chat disrupt-on? Should eh* malt layer b* raaoved by
els* magnacic praams* aa produced by eddy currants in
eh* uall during eh* disruption, cha actual erosion raca
for aluminum would ba greater than ch* rat* du* eo
evaporation? An analysis of this caa* la mad* in cha
next Saetion.

Secant results from ?LTla aad ch* Doublet experi-
ments11 eand eo show suiting with son* erosion followed
by rasolidiflcaeion on liaiters.
Caa* B: Malc:"a of a solid with complete reaoval of

melt (ablacion).
If eh* melting liquid la conplacaly removed aa it

is foraad,- aa in eh* process of ablation, the surfac*
recedes with eiaa, ch* surface eaaparatura reoalns ;on-
atant at th* phaaa-change temperature, and a tempera-
ture distribution exists only is the remaining solid.

Jijuras 3 and 4 show the thermal response of alumi-
num and stainless steel for representative plasma heat
loads and plasma dump cises. The curves labelled nodas
1, 2, etc., refer to the initial location of these
nodes. Aa energy is supplied to the front surface of
th* first wall and aeltlng ensues, th* cells containing
these nodes lose aasa giving rise to the irregular shape
a£ th* tamperacure curves. In other words, as material
ia lose during melti&g, a given cell does not contain
th* sam* material chat it contained at ciae equal zero.

th* material loss for aluminum and stainless steel
is 0.2S and .07 cm, respectively, at a heat flux of
31 tor/car and a disruption ciae of 20 us. While alumi-
num tends so 3how sigu licantly more material ablaeed
than stainless steel, the 2-ca thick stainless steel
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wall is unrealistic. The stainless steel "all will be
restricted to a » " < — ' of 1 cm or less due to thermal
stress consideration* in realistic designs. Conse-
quently, th* oacerlal ablated from the stainless stael
can also bacon* significant for a thinner wall
structure.

The ablation model is the most severe from the
standpoint of material lost from che first wall during
a disruption. Since the ?LT and Doublet results cend
co show salting followed by solidification on linicers,
Che question as to whether or not che extreme ablative
casts indicated here will be observed {n future aachines
or experiments requires acre tests on fusion devices
during disruptive periods.
Case C: Melting and vaporisation of a 3olid.

In this case, the melt stays in place and che tem-
perature of one heated surface reaches che boiling tem-
perature. As a result of the heating process, a aoving
boundary is coraed between the liquid and 3olid regions
and the receding face of che slab Is ac che boiling
temperature. In che general problem of melting and
vaporization, there exists a cesperacure distribution
in both che liquid and che 3Olid pbase.

Variants of this scenario and simplification to
che general problem may be envisaged. For example, for
materials of interest such as aluminum and stainless
steel, che ratio of che latent heacs of fusion and
vaporization is so small compared with unity, chat Che
discontinuity at che melting boundary can be ignored
to a good approximation. In essence, this removes che
coupling between che aelc and solid regions, the solid
is assumed Co be at che melting temperature and che
vapor is immediately removed. Thus, a caaperature dis-
tribution exists only In the liquid phase. The aaxixum
rate of vaporization from a material is siapl? propor-
tional co che surface heat flux. There is an initial
pre-heating tias before the surface starts co evaporate
which for any given material depends upon the surface
heat flux (according co an inverse square law).



y a perturbation expansion,
pennetar, e, belag the ratio of the heat

cffSiluctiQii co that by evaporation, t . a . ,
i ^ . wh«e c \ i s the, average value'or the specific

one the nng* (Q.X,,). This analysis his been ap-
plied to 4 plsaaa dissuasion problem la re£. 12.

la lef. S, i& is aasumad that the plasma energy 4a-
joaitioa tlae is abort enough (Billiseconds) and the
dapth of the affected region is so snail (tana of miero-
~ss»rs} chat 9&I7 :-7%pss±ssSis& at che steel is important.
"Significant transport ofnatal la the liquid phasa is
not considered for the chin regions and abort dump tiaes
a£ interest. " •.• • ' "" . • - • - • • . -

Conclusions

A description of Cho plasma disruption problea. and
riotantial consequences to tha first wall la made. In
spite of tha uacaxta.tBtias la paxamatars such as plasoa
disrupcioa cima, aagnicuda of anergy deposited, and dis-
ruption area (and ooda of anaxg? transport), sona esti-
aatea of tha iajpact of chase parameters on the severity
of the problem is shown. A key unresolved queation is
wttat happens Co eha swlt layer foraad duslng a disrup-
tion. Qapandtng an the 'assanptlons usad, significantly
different results are arrived ac as so ch* amount o fu ta -
riai. ablated or vaporized. High thermal-couductivity
aaceriala such as alumlnun would be preferable compared
wUh scaialasa steal whose thermal conductivity is an
order of siagnitude looax if the malt layer is not a
prnbl«a. Sven if the aelt layer is a problem, slnca
tharaal stress savasaly limits tha thickness of tha
staial»«« seaal f irst uall, a high tharaal conducsivity
satacial may evil ba preferable. Volunatric haaclng of
the first uall by aautrona and gomaa rays are a second
order effect so that the tharaal response i s dominated
by the surface beat flux. In conclusion, tha plasma
disruption phenomenon can bava a significant impact on
tha l i fe tine of the first uall la nagaeticallycon-
finad fusion reactors. The assumptions one makes con-
cerning the nodes of energy transfer as wall as the
area, location, and physical effects anca as lo«s-of-
tha-oalt lay«r, can significantly affect the severity
of the heat transfer resules. Svea if the plasaa phy-
sics evolves to the point vhare future machines can be
aada to operate in regimes free of plasma Instabilities,
one mast s t i l l consider other potential disruptive
mechanisms• ?or exaspla, a magnet transient oay cause
the plasma to disrupt, and deposit i ts energy on the
first uall. Even i£ there are only a fev disruptions
daring the l i f e of future machines, the thermal re-
sponse of the first will is Important ?* rho« ?*$ult<
have shown.
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